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Recent Developments in 
Modernizing the National Crime 

Victimization Survey Instruments

Jennifer L. Truman, Ph.D.
Statistician

December 14, 2021 | Webinar: Updates from the BJS on the NCVS



Presentation Overview

• Quick overview of the National Crime 
Victimization Survey (NCVS) 

• Impact of COVID-19 on the NCVS

• NCVS Redesign updates 



The National Crime Victimization Survey (NCVS)
• In a typical year, the NCVS is administered from January 1 to December 31 
• NCVS administered to persons age 12 or older from national 

representative sample of U.S. households
• Respondents can be interviewed in-person or by telephone, with new 

households interviewed in-person
• Selected households remain in sample for 3.5 years, and eligible persons 

in these households are interviewed every 6 months (total of 7 interviews)
• NCVS collects information on nonfatal violent and property crimes 

reported and not reported to police



Impact of COVID-19 on the NCVS in 2020



COVID-19 impact on NCVS response rates
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2020 NCVS weighting adjustments
• BJS, in collaboration with the U.S. Census Bureau, examined 2020 data 
• Several adjustments were applied to the 2020 NCVS data in order to ensure 

comparability with past and future years of NCVS data:
– Weights for incoming sample in the first and fourth quarters of 2020 

were doubled to compensate for the suppressed incoming sample in the 
second and third quarters

– Household weights for the types of groups quarters included in the 
NCVS were controlled to match historical values

– Household control weights were developed to weight household 
distributions by sample type

For more information on the 2020 response rates and weighting adjustments, see the Source and Accuracy Statement for the 
2020 National Crime Victimization Survey in the NCVS 2020 Codebook (https://www.icpsr.umich.edu/web/NACJD/series/95)



NCVS Redesign



A new NCVS instrument
• Modernize survey instrument design and methodology
• Generate better and more comprehensive measures of crime
• Engage non-victim respondents and collect more contextual 

information
• Add questions on citizens’ perceptions of safety, disorder, police 

legitimacy, and satisfaction with police
• Expand information collected on victim experiences

• Knowledge about victim service use
• Citizen satisfaction with police
• Understanding of the consequences of victimization 



Key changes 
• Use behaviorally specific language
• Increase yes/no responses 
• New crime type – vandalism
• Use screener to guide crime incident report (CIR)
• Expand the information collected from victims to–

– Improve understanding of the consequences of victimization 
– Address gaps in knowledge about use of victims’ services 
– Measure victims’ reactions and satisfaction with their 

encounters with police
– Enhance collection of reactions by victims 



Q36a. Items stolen? Yes

Q37a. Other than incidents  
already mentioned, break in? 
No

Q41a. Other than incidents 
already mentioned, attack? 
No

Q1a. Items stolen? Yes

Q1_1A. As part of this incident,
break-in? Yes

Q1_1D. As part of this incident,
attack or threatened attack? No

Q1a. Items stolen? Yes

Q2a. Break-in? Yes

Q2b. Was this part of 
other incident? Yes

Q3a. Attack? Yes

Q3b. Was this part of 
other incident? No

Something was stolen Something was stolen, there was a break-in

Going into CIR, what do we know about this incident?

Redesigned NCVS 
Interleaving Non-Interleaving Current NCVS 

Interleaving approach



Screener flow
Crime screeners: 

theft, motor vehicle theft, 
break-in, vandalism, 

attack, unwanted sexual 
contact, catch-all

(IF YES TO SCREENER): 
How many times?

(IF 6 OR MORE TIMES): 
Incidents similar?

(IF SIMILAR): 
Details to distinguish?

Date incident (month/year)

(IF OTHER INCIDENTS): 
Was this incident part of 

any other incident?

(IF YES): 
Which one?

Short incident description



Non-crime questions
• Police performance 

– Contact with police
– Views of police, e.g. respect, effectiveness, trust

• Community measures
– Worry about crime
– Issues in neighborhood, e.g. graffiti, abandoned buildings

• Questions asked of all respondents 
• Administer police questions in Jan–June and community in July–Dec
• Items engage the majority of respondents who have no crimes to 

report
• Measures have utility for small area estimation and understanding 

patterns of reporting to police



Respondent 
communications 
refresh



Examples of brochure 
formats we have tested – all 
respondents 



Examples of brochure 
formats we have tested –
youth respondents 



Next steps for the NCVS instrument redesign 

• First reports on findings from the NCVS Redesign Field Test will be 
coming soon 

• Additional reports on findings from the Field Test also planned 
• Implementation of redesigned instrument with the U.S. Census 

Bureau 
– Instrument programming and testing 
– Small pilot test of redesigned instrument and protocols 
– Split-sample test with old and new designs 



Next steps for the NCVS instrument redesign (cont.)
*preliminary schedule, subject to change*

2021

Instrument 
programming

2022

Instrument 
testing

2023

Pilot test of 
new 

instrument

2024

Split sample 
with old/new 

instrument

2025

100% new 
instrument
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Transitioning from the NVAT to the N-DASH: 
Developing a New Data Visualization Tool 

for the National Crime Victimization Survey

Grace Kena, Erika Harrell, Alexandra (Lexy) Thompson
December 14, 2021  |  Updates from the Bureau of Justice Statistics on the National Crime Victimization Survey



Background



Background
• First launched in 2012, the National Victimization Analysis Tool (NVAT) has been very effective 

and widely used. 

• Before the NVAT, reports and data files were the only ways to access data from the National 
Crime Victimization Survey (NCVS).

• The development of the NVAT provided a direct and user-friendly way to work with NCVS data 
beginning in 1993.

• Given advancements in technology during the prior decade, by 2019, the NVAT had become 
dated.

• Analysts from the Victimization Statistics Unit (VSU) began work, through a cooperative 
agreement with RTI International, to create a more modern and visually engaging tool.



NVAT Quick, Custom Table Pages



NVAT Custom Table Output



N-DASH Goals
• The team’s goal was to use the NVAT as a launchpad 

for developing a more modern tool that would:
– Reproduce and enhance the NVAT’s core functionality 
– Increase the speed and capability of conducting analyses 

of nearly 30 years of data
– Add visualization elements to NCVS estimate displays
– Broaden the reach to and engagement of data users
– Enhance ease of use through layout organization and 

additional explanatory text



Development



N-DASH Development
• As a first step, we worked to develop a list of desired elements for the 

new tool, considering likely users, key components of the NVAT to 
replicate, and inputs from other websites and data tools.

• From Jan to Sept 2020, we worked closely with RTI to build a concept 
for the dashboard, and then to finalize content, layout, and design 
options. 

• RTI’s team included data scientists, web and software developers, 
senior researchers, research statisticians, and a data visualization 
specialist.



N-DASH Development Cont.
• Key decisions areas included –

– Scope – How much of the NCVS data would we include? What 
measures?

– Presentation – Which graphics types would best represent the data but 
also be clear?

– Content – How much explanatory text was enough? Which download 
options to include? 

– Design – What color schemes would be appealing and mesh with the 
BJS website?





Main NVAT and N-DASH Components
NVAT
• Home
• Quick Tables
• Custom Tables
• Methodology
• Terms & Definitions
• Supporting Documents

– Datasets and codebooks
– NCVS main page
– Population Counts
– Participation rates
– Publications
– Questionnaires
– Terms & Definitions
– User’s Guide

N-DASH
• Tool Overview/Home
• Quick Graphics
• Custom Graphics

– Multi-Year Trends
– Single-Year Comparison
– Year-to-Year Comparison
– Each by crime type, characteristic

• User’s Guide
• Terms & Definitions
• NCVS Data Collections Page
• Supporting Documents

– Same content as NVAT 
– Also, NCVS Technical Documentation



N-DASH Development Cont.
• RTI created a draft version of the N-DASH on their development site, 

informed by small-scale internal user testing. 
• At BJS, we then

– conducted multiple rounds of testing in consultation with the full VSU,
– discussed features, functionality, and structure with the BJS technical 

team to ensure compatibility within our environment, and
– shared the tool and discussed plans with BJS leadership.

• In Sept 2020, a fully-functional, initial iteration of the N-DASH was 
completed.





N-DASH Quick Graphics



N-DASH 
Custom 
Graphic



N-DASH LAUNCH



N-DASH Improvements
• After the initial version of the tool was finalized, the 

team continued making improvements, including:
– conducting user testing with BJS staff in different units,
– participating in usability analysis testing with Verint, and
– undergoing multiple rounds of revision and testing with 

RTI.

• During this time, BJS released a new agency website. 



N-DASH Improvements Cont.
• To prepare for the N-DASH launch, we worked with RTI, the 

BJS technical team, the Office of the Chief Information 
Officer and others to:
– implement necessary changes,
– conduct several additional rounds of review and testing, 

and
– confirm that internal technical requirements were met to 

ensure a successful deployment of the site on the BJS 
website.



The N-DASH was launched in Nov 2021!



Demo



The N-DASH Online
• N-DASH: https://ncvs.bjs.ojp.gov/Home

• Other BJS data tools: 
https://bjs.ojp.gov/data/data-analysis-tools

• We welcome your feedback on our new tool! 
Send any comments to AskBJS@usdoj.gov

https://ncvs.bjs.ojp.gov/Home
https://bjs.ojp.gov/data/data-analysis-tools
mailto:AskBJS@usdoj.gov
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Financial fraud in the United States: 

Survey development 
and statistical estimates from the 
2017 Supplemental Fraud Survey

Rachel E. Morgan, Ph.D.
BJS Statistician

December 14, 2021



Presentation Overview

• BJS and the collection of victimization statistics
• NCVS utility for measuring fraud
• Development of the NCVS Supplemental Fraud Survey (SFS)

– What is fraud? How is it different than identity theft?
– Elements necessary to be fraud
– Types of fraud
– Screener and incident form development

• Statistical estimates produced from the SFS data



BJS and the collection of victimization statistics

• BJS is authorized to collect statistics on victimization under the 
Justice Systems Improvement Act of 1979 (Title 34 U.S.C. § 10132)

• 2016 National Academy of Sciences report recommended that BJS 
focus on measuring “new and emerging crime types” and not just 
current street crimes on the NCVS

• Strength of the NCVS is its ability to capture hard-to-measure and 
personally sensitive crimes that have a low likelihood of being reported 
to police or other agencies (National Research Council, 2008)



NCVS utility for measuring fraud
• Nationally representative

– Good coverage and high response rates for populations most at risk/key populations

• Ask respondent about personal experiences with fraud
– Captures information about the response and impact on the victim
– Ability to measure frauds reported and not reported to police/consumer complaints
– Official police statistics will not reflect the true magnitude of the fraud problem

• Large sample sizes allow for disaggregation of estimates by key 
characteristics

• Routine administration would allow for the assessment of change over 
time



What is the difference between financial fraud 
and identity theft?

• BJS defines and measures financial fraud and identity theft separately and 
therefore, they are separate NCVS supplemental surveys.

• Fraud is defined as –
– acts that “intentionally and knowingly deceive the victim” by misrepresenting, concealing, or 

omitting facts about promised goods, services, or other benefits and consequences that are 
nonexistent, unnecessary, never intended to be provided, or deliberately distorted for the purpose 
of monetary gain.” (Financial Fraud Research Center taxonomy authored by Beals, DeLiema & 
Deevy, 2015)

• Identity theft is defined as –
– misuse or attempted misuse of an existing account or misuse or attempted misuse of personal 

information to open a new account or for other fraudulent purposes such as getting medical care 
or providing false information to the police during an arrest.

• Identity theft is similar to other types of personal theft – the theft of 
information typically occurs beyond the victim’s consent, knowledge, and 
control



What is the Supplemental Fraud Survey?
• Supplement to the NCVS that was administered to NCVS respondents 

age 18 or older from October – December 2017
• ~51,200 persons completed the SFS interview

• First nationally representative data examining seven types of personal 
financial fraud

• Respondents were asked about their experiences with these fraud 
types within the 12 months preceding the interview.

• More details about the SFS 
• https://bjs.ojp.gov/data-collection/supplemental-fraud-survey-sfs

https://bjs.ojp.gov/data-collection/supplemental-fraud-survey-sfs


SFS instrument development
Fraud type Expected benefit or outcome for victim Examples

Charity A contribution to a charitable cause or 
organization.

Bogus natural-disaster relief, law enforcement charity scams, and 
personal crowdfunding sites for bogus causes.

Consumer 
investment

A larger return on an investment. Ponzi schemes, penny stock fraud, oil and gas exploration scams, 
and bond fraud.

Consumer 
products and 
services

Obtaining the agreed-upon consumer 
product or service.

Technology support scams, automotive repair scams, weight-loss 
product scams, and online marketplace scams.

Employment Acquiring a paid job. Work-at-home scams, government job-placement scams, and nanny 
scams.

Phantom debt 
collection

Avoiding the consequences of failing to 
pay a debt that the victim is told he or 
she owes and must act on.

Government debt-collection scams and medical-debt scams.

Prize and 
grant

Winning a prize, grant, lottery, or other 
windfall of money.

Prize promotion and sweepstakes scams, lottery scams, fake 
government grant offers, and foreign prince letter scams.

Relationship 
and trust

Fostering or continuing a personal and 
sometimes intimate relationship.

Friend or relative imposter scams and in-person or online romance 
scams.



SFS instrument development

Screener 
instrument

Incident 
instrument

• Each eligible person age 18 or older is asked 
screener questions for each of the 7 types of fraud. 

1. Consumer investment
2. Consumer products & services
3. Employment
4. Prize & grant
5. Phantom debt collection
6. Charity
7. Relationship & trust

• The 7 fraud types are mutually exclusive and can be 
summed to calculate a comprehensive estimate of 
personal financial fraud.

• If a respondent indicates they experienced a 
type of fraud, they receive an incident 
instrument focused on that specific type of 
fraud.

• If they experienced 2 types of fraud based on 
the screener instrument, they receive 2 
incident forms focused on those 2 types, and 
so on.

• Incident forms have questions specific to the 
fraud type but also general questions included 
on all incident forms.



BJS statistical report 
and data file release

• In April 2021, BJS released a statistical report 
with the first findings from the 2017 SFS data 
(https://bjs.ojp.gov/content/pub/pdf/ffus17.pdf). 

• The public-use data file was also released through 
the National Archive of Criminal Justice Data for 
public download and analyses 
(https://www.icpsr.umich.edu/web/NACJD/studi
es/37825).

https://bjs.ojp.gov/content/pub/pdf/ffus17.pdf
https://www.icpsr.umich.edu/web/NACJD/studies/37825


In 2017 –

• About 3 million persons age 
18 or older (1.25%) were 
victims of personal financial 
fraud.

• About 2 million persons age 
18 or older (0.81%) 
experienced consumer 
products and services fraud.

Prevalence of financial fraud



Number of fraud types experienced
• The majority of fraud victims experienced one type of fraud.



Demographic characteristics of fraud victims

• Nearly 1.7 million females experienced 
fraud compared to 1.4 million males.

• A smaller percentage of white persons 
were victims of financial fraud than 
black persons and persons who were 
Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific 
Islander, American Indian or Alaska 
Native, or two or more races.

• There were no statistically significant 
differences in the rate of victimization 
by the victim’s age.

*Comparison group
† Significant difference from comparison group at the 95% confidence level. 
‡ Significant difference from comparison group at the 90% confidence level. 



Demographic characteristics of fraud victims

• The prevalence of never-married 
persons who experienced fraud was 
higher than the percentage for 
married persons but lower than the 
percentage for divorced persons.

• Persons in households that earned 
between $50,000 - $99,999 annually 
experienced lower rates of fraud 
than those who earned less than 
$50,000 or between $100,000 -
$199,999.

*Comparison group
† Significant difference from comparison group at the 95% confidence level. 
‡ Significant difference from comparison group at the 90% confidence level. 



Reporting fraud to police

*Comparison group. Compared to each fraud type and not total fraud.
† Significant difference from comparison group at the 95% confidence level. 



Reporting fraud to other agencies or persons



Financial losses for fraud victims

• A victim had to lose 
money in the incident for it 
to be classified as fraud.

• In total, victims lost more 
than $3.2 billion in 2017, 
about half of which was 
due to consumer 
products and services 
fraud ($1.9 billion). 

*Comparison group. Compared to each fraud type and not total fraud.
† Significant difference from comparison group at the 95% confidence level. 
‡ Significant difference from comparison group at the 90% confidence level. 



Socioemotional consequences of fraud
• Socioemotional problems include 

feelings of moderate to severe 
distress; significant problems with 
work or school, such as trouble with a 
boss, coworkers, or peers; or 
significant problems with family 
members or friends.

• More than half of all financial fraud 
victims reported experiencing 
socioemotional problems as a 
consequence of the victimization 
(53%). *Comparison group. Compared to each fraud type and not total fraud.

† Significant difference from comparison group at the 95% confidence level. 
‡ Significant difference from comparison group at the 90% confidence level. 



Post-SFS data collection methodological work
• SFS prevalence estimates were lower than originally anticipated
• BJS conducted methodological work to assess data quality and statistical 

estimates before publishing the statistical report
• Numerous data sources exist on the prevalence and nature of financial 

fraud. Each of these sources use different definitions, employ different 
methodologies, and have limitations.
– Other surveys may have more inclusive definitions of fraud
– SFS screener questions may have been too narrow or specific and inadvertently screened 

out fraud victims who met the definition but didn’t think the questions addressed their 
experiences

– NCVS methodology (mode of administration, burden, crime context)
– Combination of factors

• BJS concluded there were legitimate reasons that the estimates were 
lower than anticipated. SFS prevalence rates are valid.
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National Crime Victimization 
Survey (NCVS)



What is the National Crime Victimization Survey?
• Started in 1972 as the National Crime Survey

• Redesigned and renamed National Crime Victimization Survey (NCVS) in 1992

• One of two of the nation’s major sources of information on criminal victimization 
(with the FBI’s Uniform Crime Reporting (UCR) program)

• Administered by U.S. Census Bureau interviewers to nationally representative 
sample of persons age 12 or older in U.S. households

• Collects data on nonfatal violent crime, personal larceny, household property crime

• More information on the BJS website - https://bjs.ojp.gov/programs/ncvs

https://bjs.ojp.gov/programs/ncvs


NCVS Supplements
• In addition to the core NCVS survey, short topical surveys or supplements are 

administered at the end of the NCVS interview to eligible respondents.

• Typically in the field for 6 months: January-June or July-December

• Supplements allow BJS to capture the changing landscape of crime.

• Between 2017 and 2019, BJS administered 5 different supplements on a rotating basis:
• Identity Theft Supplement (ITS)
• Police-Public Contact Survey (PPCS)
• School Crime Supplement (SCS)
• Supplemental Fraud Survey (SFS)
• Supplemental Victimization Survey (SVS) – stalking 

• More information on NCVS supplements: https://bjs.ojp.gov/ncvs-supplements

https://bjs.ojp.gov/ncvs-supplements


Identity Theft Supplement 
(ITS)



• Administered to persons age 16 or older who completed an NCVS interview

• Collects data on 5 types of identity theft in the previous 12 months:
• Misuse or attempted misuse of an existing bank account 
• Misuse or attempted misuse of an existing credit card account
• Misuse or attempted misuse of another type of existing account
• Misuse or attempted misuse of personal information to open a new account
• Other misuses or attempted misuses of personal information (e.g. providing victim’s 

driver’s license to police to avoid identification during arrest)

• ITS Webpage: https://bjs.ojp.gov/data-collection/identity-theft-supplement-its

What is the Identity Theft Supplement?

https://bjs.ojp.gov/data-collection/identity-theft-supplement-its


What is the Identity Theft Supplement? (cont.)

• Previously administered in 2008, 2012, 2014, 2016, and 2018

• 2018 ITS:
• Conducted January – June 2018
• Final sample size: 102,400 persons age 16 or older
• Asked about identity theft that occurred in the past year and prior to the 

past year
• Emphasis: past year identity theft

• Currently in the field through December 2021



NCVS reports using ITS data



2018 ITS report
and data file release

• In April 2021, BJS released a statistical report with 
the first findings from the 2018 ITS data 
(https://bjs.ojp.gov/content/pub/pdf/vit18.pdf).

• The public-use data file was also released through 
the National Archive of Criminal Justice Data 
(NACJD) for public download and analyses 
(https://www.icpsr.umich.edu/web/NACJD/search
/studies?q=identity%20theft%20supplement).

https://bjs.ojp.gov/content/pub/pdf/vit18.pdf
https://www.icpsr.umich.edu/web/NACJD/search/studies?q=identity%20theft%20supplement


In 2018 –

• An estimated 23 million persons, or about 
9% of all United States residents age 
16 or older, reported that they had been 
victims of identity theft during the prior 
12 months.

• Five percent experienced at least one 
incident involving the misuse of an 
existing credit card; 4% had experienced 
the misuse of an existing bank account.

Prevalence of identity theft



• For about 90% of victims of identity 
theft, the most recent incident 
involved only the misuse or 
attempted misuse of at least one 
type of existing account.

• A total of 1.9 million victims (8% of 
victims) experienced multiple types 
of identity theft during the most 
recent incident.

Most recent incident of identity theft



Demographic characteristics of identity theft victims



Persons age 35 to 49 accounted for 24% of all U.S. residents age 
16 or older, and 29% of all victims of identity theft.

About 51% of identity theft victims lived in a household with an 
annual income of $75,000 or more, while accounting for 12% of 
U.S. residents age 16 or older. 

Demographic characteristics of identity theft victims



Victim discovery of identity theft



Based on the most recent incident of 
identity theft –

• One in four (25%) victims knew how the 
offender obtained their personal 
information.

• Victims of multiple types of identity theft 
(37%) were the most likely to know how 
the offender obtained their personal 
information. 

Victims who knew how offender got personal information



How offender obtained personal information



Based on the most recent incident of 
identity theft –

• Seven percent of identity-theft victims 
reported the incident to police.

• Victims who experienced the misuse of 
personal information to open a new 
account (25%) were more likely to report 
the incident to police than victims of 
existing credit card misuse (3%), existing 
bank account misuse (6%), or misuse of 
another type of existing account (5%). 

Reporting identity theft to police



Based on the most recent incident –
• About two-thirds (68%) of victims reported a 

direct financial loss of $1 or more associated 
with the theft. The mean direct loss was 
$800, and the median was $200.

• Five percent of victims reported indirect 
losses of $1 or more with a mean indirect 
loss of $160 and a median indirect loss of 
$30.

• Twelve percent of identity-theft victims had 
out-of-pocket losses of $1 or more, with a 
mean of $640 and a median of $100.

Financial loss from identity theft



Based on ALL incidents in 2018 –

• Identity theft victims had financial 
losses totaling $15.1 billion.

• About 70% of victims experienced 
a financial loss of $1 or more.

Financial loss from identity theft



8% of identity-theft victims were severely distressed
as a result of the crime.

Victims of new account misuse (15%) and personal information 
misuse (17%) were more likely to report severe emotional distress 
than victims of the misuse of only one type of existing account (7%).

Emotional distress due to identity theft



• 89% of persons age 16 or older took 
action to prevent identity theft in 2018.

• A larger percentage of victims (98%) than 
nonvictims (88%) took at least one 
preventive action.

Preventative behaviors
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Q&A Session 

Please type your questions for the 
panelists into the Q&A window
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Thank you!
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	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	In a typical year, the NCVS is administered from January 
	1 to December 
	31 


	•
	•
	•
	NCVS administered to persons age 12 or older from 
	national 
	representative 
	sample of U.S. households


	•
	•
	•
	Respondents can be interviewed in
	-
	person or by telephone, with new 
	households interviewed in
	-
	person


	•
	•
	•
	Selected households remain in sample for 3.5 years, and eligible 
	persons 
	in these households are interviewed every 6 months (total of 7 interviews)
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	•
	NCVS collects information on nonfatal violent and property crimes 
	reported and not reported to police
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	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	BJS, in collaboration with the U.S. Census Bureau, examined 2020 data 


	•
	•
	•
	Several adjustments were applied to the 2020 NCVS data in order to ensure 
	comparability with past and future years of NCVS data:


	–
	–
	–
	–
	Weights for incoming sample in the first and fourth quarters of 2020 
	were doubled to compensate for the suppressed incoming sample in the 
	second and third quarters


	–
	–
	–
	Household weights for the types of groups quarters included in the 
	NCVS were controlled to match historical values


	–
	–
	–
	Household control weights were developed to weight household 
	distributions by sample type





	For more information on the 2020 response rates and weighting adjustments, see the 
	For more information on the 2020 response rates and weighting adjustments, see the 
	For more information on the 2020 response rates and weighting adjustments, see the 
	Source and Accuracy Statement for the 
	2020 National Crime Victimization Survey 
	in the NCVS 2020 Codebook (https://www.icpsr.umich.edu/web/NACJD/series/95)
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	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	Modernize survey instrument design and methodology


	•
	•
	•
	Generate better and more comprehensive measures of crime


	•
	•
	•
	Engage non
	-
	victim respondents and collect more contextual 
	information


	•
	•
	•
	•
	Add questions on citizens
	’
	perceptions of safety, disorder, police 
	legitimacy, and satisfaction with police



	•
	•
	•
	Expand information collected on victim experiences


	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	Knowledge about victim service use


	•
	•
	•
	Citizen satisfaction with police


	•
	•
	•
	Understanding of the consequences of victimization 
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	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	Use behaviorally specific language


	•
	•
	•
	Increase yes/no responses 


	•
	•
	•
	New crime type 
	–
	vandalism


	•
	•
	•
	Use screener to guide crime incident report (CIR)


	•
	•
	•
	Expand the information collected from victims to
	–


	–
	–
	–
	–
	Improve understanding of the consequences of victimization 


	–
	–
	–
	Address gaps in knowledge about use of victims
	’
	services 


	–
	–
	–
	Measure victims
	’
	reactions and satisfaction with their 
	encounters with police


	–
	–
	–
	Enhance collection of reactions by victims 
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	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	Police performance 


	–
	–
	–
	–
	Contact with police


	–
	–
	–
	Views of police, e.g. respect, effectiveness, trust



	•
	•
	•
	Community measures


	–
	–
	–
	–
	Worry about crime


	–
	–
	–
	Issues in neighborhood, e.g. graffiti, abandoned buildings



	•
	•
	•
	Questions asked of 
	all
	respondents 


	•
	•
	•
	Administer
	police 
	questions in 
	Jan
	–
	June
	and 
	community
	in 
	July
	–
	Dec


	•
	•
	•
	Items engage the majority of respondents who have no crimes to 
	report


	•
	•
	•
	Measures have utility for small area estimation and understanding 
	patterns of reporting to police
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	Next steps for the NCVS instrument redesign 


	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	First reports on findings from the NCVS Redesign Field Test will be 
	coming soon 


	•
	•
	•
	Additional reports on findings from the Field Test also planned 


	•
	•
	•
	Implementation of redesigned instrument with the U.S. Census 
	Bureau 


	–
	–
	–
	–
	Instrument programming and testing 


	–
	–
	–
	Small pilot test of redesigned instrument and protocols 


	–
	–
	–
	Split
	-
	sample test with old and new designs 
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	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	First launched in 2012, the National Victimization Analysis Tool (NVAT) has been very effective 
	and widely used. 


	•
	•
	•
	Before the NVAT, reports and data files were the only ways to access data from the National 
	Crime Victimization Survey (NCVS
	).


	•
	•
	•
	The development of the NVAT provided a direct and user
	-
	friendly way to work with NCVS data 
	beginning in 1993
	.


	•
	•
	•
	Given advancements in technology during the prior decade, by 2019, the NVAT had become 
	dated
	.


	•
	•
	•
	Analysts from the Victimization Statistics Unit (VSU) began work, through a cooperative 
	agreement with RTI International, to create a more modern and visually engaging tool.
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	N
	-
	DASH Goals


	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	The team
	’
	s goal was to use the NVAT as a launchpad 
	for developing a more modern tool that would:


	–
	–
	–
	–
	Reproduce and enhance the NVAT
	’
	s core functionality 


	–
	–
	–
	Increase the speed and capability of conducting analyses 
	of nearly 30 years of data


	–
	–
	–
	Add visualization elements to NCVS estimate displays


	–
	–
	–
	Broaden the reach to and engagement of data users


	–
	–
	–
	Enhance ease of use through layout organization and 
	additional explanatory text
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	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	As a first step, we worked to develop a list of desired elements for the 
	new tool, considering likely users, key components of the NVAT to 
	replicate, and inputs from other websites and data tools.


	•
	•
	•
	From Jan to Sept 2020, we worked closely with RTI to build a concept 
	for the dashboard, and then to finalize content, layout, and design 
	options. 


	•
	•
	•
	RTI
	’
	s team included data scientists, web and software developers, 
	senior researchers, research statisticians, and a data visualization 
	specialist.
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	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	Key decisions areas included 
	–


	–
	–
	–
	–
	Scope 
	–
	How much of the NCVS data would we include? What 
	measures?


	–
	–
	–
	Presentation 
	–
	Which graphics types would best represent the data but 
	also be clear?


	–
	–
	–
	Content 
	–
	How much explanatory text was enough? Which download 
	options to include? 


	–
	–
	–
	Design 
	–
	What color schemes would be appealing and mesh with the 
	BJS website?
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	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	Home


	•
	•
	•
	Quick Tables


	•
	•
	•
	Custom Tables


	•
	•
	•
	Methodology


	•
	•
	•
	Terms & Definitions


	•
	•
	•
	Supporting Documents


	–
	–
	–
	–
	Datasets and codebooks


	–
	–
	–
	NCVS main page


	–
	–
	–
	Population Counts


	–
	–
	–
	Participation rates


	–
	–
	–
	Publications


	–
	–
	–
	Questionnaires


	–
	–
	–
	Terms & Definitions


	–
	–
	–
	User
	’
	s Guide
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	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	Tool Overview/Home


	•
	•
	•
	Quick Graphics


	•
	•
	•
	Custom Graphics


	–
	–
	–
	–
	Multi
	-
	Year Trends


	–
	–
	–
	Single
	-
	Year Comparison


	–
	–
	–
	Year
	-
	to
	-
	Year Comparison


	–
	–
	–
	Each by crime type, characteristic



	•
	•
	•
	User
	’
	s Guide


	•
	•
	•
	Terms & Definitions


	•
	•
	•
	NCVS Data Collections Page


	•
	•
	•
	Supporting Documents


	–
	–
	–
	–
	Same content as NVAT 


	–
	–
	–
	Also, NCVS Technical Documentation
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	N
	-
	DASH Development Cont
	.


	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	RTI created a draft version of the N
	-
	DASH on their development site, 
	informed by small
	-
	scale internal user testing. 


	•
	•
	•
	At BJS, we then


	–
	–
	–
	–
	conducted multiple rounds of testing in consultation with the full VSU,


	–
	–
	–
	discussed features, functionality, and structure with the BJS technical 
	team to ensure compatibility within our environment, and


	–
	–
	–
	shared the tool and discussed plans with BJS leadership.



	•
	•
	•
	In 
	Sept 2020, a fully
	-
	functional, initial iteration of the N
	-
	DASH was 
	completed.
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	DASH Quick Graphics
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	Graphic
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	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	After the initial version of the tool was finalized, the 
	team continued making improvements, including:


	–
	–
	–
	–
	conducting user testing with BJS staff in different units,


	–
	–
	–
	participating in usability analysis testing with Verint, and


	–
	–
	–
	undergoing multiple rounds of revision and testing with 
	RTI
	.




	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	During this time, BJS released a new agency website. 
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	N
	-
	DASH Improvements Cont.


	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	To prepare for the N
	-
	DASH launch, we worked with RTI, the 
	BJS technical team, the Office of the Chief Information 
	Officer and others to:


	–
	–
	–
	implement necessary changes,


	–
	–
	–
	conduct several additional rounds of review and testing, 
	and


	–
	–
	–
	confirm that internal technical requirements were met to 
	ensure a successful deployment of the site on the BJS 
	website.
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	The N
	-
	DASH Online


	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	N
	-
	DASH: 
	https://
	https://
	Span
	ncvs.bjs.ojp.gov/Home



	•
	•
	•
	Other 
	BJS data tools: 
	https
	https
	Span
	://
	bjs.ojp.gov/data/data
	-
	analysis
	-
	tools



	•
	•
	•
	We 
	welcome your feedback on our new tool! 
	Send 
	any comments to 
	AskBJS@usdoj.gov
	AskBJS@usdoj.gov
	Span
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	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	BJS and the collection of victimization statistics


	•
	•
	•
	NCVS utility for measuring fraud


	•
	•
	•
	Development of the NCVS Supplemental Fraud Survey (SFS)


	–
	–
	–
	–
	What is fraud? How is it different than identity theft?


	–
	–
	–
	Elements necessary to be fraud


	–
	–
	–
	Types of fraud


	–
	–
	–
	Screener and incident form development



	•
	•
	•
	Statistical estimates produced from the SFS data
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	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	BJS is authorized to collect statistics on victimization under the 
	Justice Systems Improvement Act of 1979 (Title 34 U.S.C. 
	§
	10132
	)


	•
	•
	•
	2016 National Academy of Sciences report recommended that BJS 
	focus on measuring 
	“
	new and emerging crime types
	”
	and not just 
	current street crimes on the 
	NCVS


	•
	•
	•
	Strength of the NCVS is its ability to capture hard
	-
	to
	-
	measure and 
	personally sensitive crimes that have a low likelihood of being reported 
	to police or other agencies (National Research Council, 2008)
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	NCVS utility for measuring fraud


	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	Nationally representative


	–
	–
	–
	–
	Good coverage and high response rates for populations most at risk/key 
	populations



	•
	•
	•
	Ask respondent about personal experiences with fraud


	–
	–
	–
	–
	Captures information about the response and impact on the victim


	–
	–
	–
	Ability to measure frauds reported and not reported to police/consumer complaints


	–
	–
	–
	Official police statistics will not reflect the true magnitude of the fraud 
	problem



	•
	•
	•
	Large sample sizes allow for disaggregation of estimates by key 
	characteristics


	•
	•
	•
	Routine administration would allow for the assessment of change over 
	time
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	What is the difference between financial fraud 
	and identity theft?


	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	BJS defines and measures financial fraud and identity theft separately and 
	therefore, they are separate NCVS supplemental surveys.


	•
	•
	•
	Fraud is defined as 
	–


	–
	–
	–
	–
	acts that
	“
	intentionally and knowingly deceive the 
	victim
	”
	by misrepresenting, concealing, or 
	omitting facts about promised goods, services, or other benefits and consequences that are 
	nonexistent, unnecessary, never intended to be provided, or deliberately distorted for the purpose 
	of monetary gain.
	”
	(Financial Fraud Research Center taxonomy authored by Beals, DeLiema & 
	Deevy, 2015)



	•
	•
	•
	Identity theft is defined as 
	–


	–
	–
	–
	–
	misuse or attempted misuse of an existing account or misuse or attempted misuse of personal 
	information to open a new account or for other fraudulent purposes such as getting medical care 
	or providing false information to the police during an arrest.



	•
	•
	•
	Identity theft is similar to other types of personal theft 
	–
	the theft of 
	information typically occurs beyond the victim
	’
	s consent, knowledge, and 
	control
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	What is the Supplemental Fraud Survey?
	What is the Supplemental Fraud Survey?
	What is the Supplemental Fraud Survey?


	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	Supplement to the NCVS that was administered to NCVS respondents 
	age 18 or older from October 
	–
	December 2017


	•
	•
	•
	•
	~51,200 persons completed the SFS 
	interview




	•
	•
	•
	•
	First nationally representative data examining seven types of personal 
	financial 
	fraud


	•
	•
	•
	Respondents were asked about their experiences with these fraud 
	types within the 12 months preceding the interview
	.


	•
	•
	•
	More details about the SFS 


	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	Span
	https://bjs.ojp.gov/data
	-
	collection/supplemental
	-
	fraud
	-
	survey
	-
	sfs
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	SFS instrument development
	SFS instrument development
	SFS instrument development


	Fraud type
	Fraud type
	Fraud type
	Fraud type
	Fraud type
	Fraud type
	Fraud type



	Expected benefit or outcome for victim
	Expected benefit or outcome for victim
	Expected benefit or outcome for victim
	Expected benefit or outcome for victim



	Examples
	Examples
	Examples
	Examples




	Charity
	Charity
	Charity
	Charity
	Charity



	A contribution to a charitable cause or 
	A contribution to a charitable cause or 
	A contribution to a charitable cause or 
	A contribution to a charitable cause or 
	organization.



	Bogus natural
	Bogus natural
	Bogus natural
	Bogus natural
	-
	disaster relief, law enforcement charity scams, and 
	personal crowdfunding sites for bogus causes.




	Consumer 
	Consumer 
	Consumer 
	Consumer 
	Consumer 
	investment



	A larger return on an investment.
	A larger return on an investment.
	A larger return on an investment.
	A larger return on an investment.



	Ponzi schemes, penny stock fraud, oil and gas exploration scams, 
	Ponzi schemes, penny stock fraud, oil and gas exploration scams, 
	Ponzi schemes, penny stock fraud, oil and gas exploration scams, 
	Ponzi schemes, penny stock fraud, oil and gas exploration scams, 
	and bond fraud.




	Consumer 
	Consumer 
	Consumer 
	Consumer 
	Consumer 
	products and 
	services



	Obtaining the agreed
	Obtaining the agreed
	Obtaining the agreed
	Obtaining the agreed
	-
	upon consumer 
	product or service.



	Technology support scams, automotive repair scams, weight
	Technology support scams, automotive repair scams, weight
	Technology support scams, automotive repair scams, weight
	Technology support scams, automotive repair scams, weight
	-
	loss 
	product scams, and online marketplace scams.




	Employment
	Employment
	Employment
	Employment
	Employment



	Acquiring a paid job.
	Acquiring a paid job.
	Acquiring a paid job.
	Acquiring a paid job.



	Work
	Work
	Work
	Work
	-
	at
	-
	home scams, government job
	-
	placement scams, and nanny 
	scams.




	Phantom debt 
	Phantom debt 
	Phantom debt 
	Phantom debt 
	Phantom debt 
	collection



	Avoiding the consequences of failing to 
	Avoiding the consequences of failing to 
	Avoiding the consequences of failing to 
	Avoiding the consequences of failing to 
	pay a debt that the victim is told he or 
	she owes and must act on.



	Government debt
	Government debt
	Government debt
	Government debt
	-
	collection scams and medical
	-
	debt scams.




	Prize and 
	Prize and 
	Prize and 
	Prize and 
	Prize and 
	grant



	Winning
	Winning
	Winning
	Winning
	a prize, grant, lottery, or other 
	windfall of money.



	Prize promotion and sweepstakes scams, lottery scams, fake 
	Prize promotion and sweepstakes scams, lottery scams, fake 
	Prize promotion and sweepstakes scams, lottery scams, fake 
	Prize promotion and sweepstakes scams, lottery scams, fake 
	government grant offers, and foreign prince letter scams.




	Relationship 
	Relationship 
	Relationship 
	Relationship 
	Relationship 
	and trust



	Fostering or continuing a personal
	Fostering or continuing a personal
	Fostering or continuing a personal
	Fostering or continuing a personal
	and 
	sometimes intimate relationship.



	Friend or relative imposter scams and in
	Friend or relative imposter scams and in
	Friend or relative imposter scams and in
	Friend or relative imposter scams and in
	-
	person or online romance 
	scams.
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	SFS instrument development


	Screener 
	Screener 
	Screener 
	instrument


	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	Each eligible person age 18 or older is asked 
	screener questions for each of the 7 types of fraud. 




	1. Consumer investment
	1. Consumer investment

	2. Consumer products & services
	2. Consumer products & services

	3. Employment
	3. Employment

	4. Prize & grant
	4. Prize & grant

	5. Phantom debt collection
	5. Phantom debt collection

	6. Charity
	6. Charity

	7. Relationship & trust
	7. Relationship & trust

	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	The 7 fraud types are mutually exclusive and can be 
	summed to calculate a comprehensive estimate of 
	personal financial fraud.





	Incident 
	Incident 
	Incident 
	instrument


	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	If a respondent indicates they experienced a 
	type of fraud, they receive an incident 
	instrument focused on that specific type of 
	fraud.


	•
	•
	•
	If they experienced 2 types of fraud based on 
	the screener instrument, they receive 2 
	incident forms focused on those 2 types, and 
	so on.


	•
	•
	•
	Incident forms have questions specific to the 
	fraud type but also general questions included 
	on all incident forms.
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	BJS statistical report 
	BJS statistical report 
	BJS statistical report 
	and data file release


	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	In April 2021, BJS released a statistical report 
	with the first findings from the 2017 SFS data 
	(
	https://bjs.ojp.gov/content/pub/pdf/ffus17.pdf
	https://bjs.ojp.gov/content/pub/pdf/ffus17.pdf
	Span

	). 


	•
	•
	•
	The public
	-
	use data file was also released through 
	the National Archive of Criminal Justice Data for 
	public download and analyses 
	(
	Link
	Span
	https://www.icpsr.umich.edu/web/NACJD/studi
	es/37825
	Span

	).
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	Prevalence of financial fraud
	Prevalence of financial fraud
	Prevalence of financial fraud


	In 2017 
	In 2017 
	In 2017 
	–

	•
	•
	•
	•
	About 3 million persons age 
	18 or older (1.25%) were 
	victims of personal financial 
	fraud.


	•
	•
	•
	About 2 million persons age 
	18 or older (0.81%) 
	experienced consumer 
	products and services fraud.
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	Number of fraud types experienced
	Number of fraud types experienced
	Number of fraud types experienced


	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	The majority of fraud victims experienced one type of fraud.
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	Demographic characteristics of fraud victims
	Demographic characteristics of fraud victims
	Demographic characteristics of fraud victims


	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	Nearly 1.7 million females experienced 
	fraud compared to 1.4 million males.


	•
	•
	•
	A smaller percentage of white persons 
	were victims of financial fraud than 
	black persons and persons who were 
	Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific 
	Islander, American Indian or Alaska 
	Native, or two or more races.


	•
	•
	•
	There were no statistically significant 
	differences in the 
	rate
	of victimization 
	by the victim
	’
	s age.




	Figure
	*Comparison group
	*Comparison group
	*Comparison group

	† Significant difference from comparison group at the 95% confidence level. 
	† Significant difference from comparison group at the 95% confidence level. 

	‡ Significant difference from comparison group at the 90% confidence level. 
	‡ Significant difference from comparison group at the 90% confidence level. 
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	Demographic characteristics of fraud victims
	Demographic characteristics of fraud victims
	Demographic characteristics of fraud victims


	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	The prevalence of never
	-
	married 
	persons who experienced fraud was 
	higher than the percentage for 
	married persons but lower than the 
	percentage for divorced persons.


	•
	•
	•
	Persons in households that earned 
	between $50,000 
	-
	$99,999 annually 
	experienced lower rates of fraud 
	than those who earned less than 
	$50,000 or between $100,000 
	-
	$199,999.




	Figure
	Figure
	*Comparison group
	*Comparison group
	*Comparison group

	† Significant difference from comparison group at the 95% confidence level. 
	† Significant difference from comparison group at the 95% confidence level. 

	‡ Significant difference from comparison group at the 90% confidence level. 
	‡ Significant difference from comparison group at the 90% confidence level. 
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	Reporting fraud to police
	Reporting fraud to police
	Reporting fraud to police


	Figure
	*Comparison group. Compared to each fraud type and not total fraud.
	*Comparison group. Compared to each fraud type and not total fraud.
	*Comparison group. Compared to each fraud type and not total fraud.

	† Significant difference from comparison group at the 95% confidence level. 
	† Significant difference from comparison group at the 95% confidence level. 
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	Reporting fraud to other agencies or persons
	Reporting fraud to other agencies or persons
	Reporting fraud to other agencies or persons


	Figure
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	Financial losses for fraud victims
	Financial losses for fraud victims
	Financial losses for fraud victims


	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	A victim had to lose 
	money in the incident for it 
	to be classified as fraud.


	•
	•
	•
	In total, victims lost more 
	than 
	$3.2 billion
	in 2017, 
	about half of which was 
	due to consumer 
	products and services 
	fraud ($1.9 billion). 




	Figure
	*Comparison group. Compared to each fraud type and not total fraud.
	*Comparison group. Compared to each fraud type and not total fraud.
	*Comparison group. Compared to each fraud type and not total fraud.

	† Significant difference from comparison group at the 95% confidence level. 
	† Significant difference from comparison group at the 95% confidence level. 

	‡ Significant difference from comparison group at the 90% confidence level. 
	‡ Significant difference from comparison group at the 90% confidence level. 
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	Figure
	Socioemotional consequences of fraud
	Socioemotional consequences of fraud
	Socioemotional consequences of fraud


	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	Socioemotional problems include 
	feelings of moderate to severe 
	distress; significant problems with 
	work or school, such as trouble with a 
	boss, coworkers, or peers; or 
	significant problems with family 
	members or friends.


	•
	•
	•
	More than half of all financial fraud 
	victims reported experiencing 
	socioemotional problems as a 
	consequence of the victimization 
	(53%).




	*Comparison group. Compared to each fraud type and not total fraud.
	*Comparison group. Compared to each fraud type and not total fraud.
	*Comparison group. Compared to each fraud type and not total fraud.

	† Significant difference from comparison group at the 95% confidence level. 
	† Significant difference from comparison group at the 95% confidence level. 

	‡ Significant difference from comparison group at the 90% confidence level. 
	‡ Significant difference from comparison group at the 90% confidence level. 
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	Post
	Post
	Post
	-
	SFS data collection methodological work


	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	SFS prevalence estimates were lower than originally anticipated


	•
	•
	•
	BJS conducted methodological work to assess data quality and statistical 
	estimates before publishing the statistical report


	•
	•
	•
	Numerous data sources exist on the prevalence and nature of financial 
	fraud. 
	Each of these sources use different definitions, employ different 
	methodologies, and have limitations.


	–
	–
	–
	–
	Other surveys may have more inclusive definitions of fraud


	–
	–
	–
	SFS screener questions may have been too narrow or specific and inadvertently screened 
	out fraud victims who met the definition but didn
	’
	t think the questions addressed their 
	experiences


	–
	–
	–
	NCVS methodology (mode of administration, burden, crime context)


	–
	–
	–
	Combination of factors



	•
	•
	•
	BJS concluded there were legitimate reasons that the estimates were 
	lower than anticipated. SFS prevalence rates are valid.
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	National Crime Victimization 
	National Crime Victimization 
	National Crime Victimization 
	Survey (NCVS)
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	What is the National Crime Victimization Survey?
	What is the National Crime Victimization Survey?
	What is the National Crime Victimization Survey?


	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	Started in 1972 as the National Crime 
	Survey


	•
	•
	•
	Redesigned and renamed National Crime Victimization Survey (NCVS) in 
	1992


	•
	•
	•
	One of two of the nation
	’
	s major sources of information on criminal victimization 
	(with the FBI
	’
	s Uniform Crime Reporting (UCR) program
	)


	•
	•
	•
	Administered by U.S. Census Bureau interviewers to nationally representative 
	sample of persons age 12 or older in U.S. 
	households


	•
	•
	•
	Collects data on nonfatal violent crime, personal larceny, household property 
	crime


	•
	•
	•
	More information on the BJS website 
	-
	https://bjs.ojp.gov/programs/ncvs
	https://bjs.ojp.gov/programs/ncvs
	Span
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	NCVS 
	NCVS 
	NCVS 
	Supplements


	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	In addition to the core NCVS survey, short topical surveys or 
	supplements 
	are 
	administered at the end of the NCVS interview to eligible respondents
	.


	•
	•
	•
	Typically in the field for 6 months: January
	-
	June or 
	July
	-
	December


	•
	•
	•
	Supplements allow BJS to capture the changing landscape of crime
	.


	•
	•
	•
	Between 2017 and 2019, BJS administered 5 different supplements on a rotating basis:


	•
	•
	•
	•
	Identity Theft Supplement (ITS)


	•
	•
	•
	Police
	-
	Public Contact Survey (PPCS)


	•
	•
	•
	School Crime Supplement (SCS)


	•
	•
	•
	Supplemental Fraud Survey (SFS)


	•
	•
	•
	Supplemental Victimization Survey (SVS) 
	–
	stalking 


	•
	•
	•
	More information on NCVS supplements: 
	https
	https
	Span
	://bjs.ojp.gov/ncvs
	-
	supplements
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	Identity Theft Supplement 
	Identity Theft Supplement 
	Identity Theft Supplement 
	(ITS)



	Slide
	Span
	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	Administered to persons age 16 or older who completed an NCVS 
	interview


	•
	•
	•
	Collects data on 5 types of identity theft in the previous 12 months:


	•
	•
	•
	•
	Misuse or attempted misuse of an existing bank account 


	•
	•
	•
	Misuse or attempted misuse of an existing credit card account


	•
	•
	•
	Misuse or attempted misuse of another type of existing account


	•
	•
	•
	Misuse or attempted 
	misuse
	of 
	personal information to open a new account


	•
	•
	•
	Other misuses or attempted misuses of personal information (e.g. providing victim
	’
	s 
	driver
	’
	s license to police to avoid identification during arrest
	)


	•
	•
	•
	ITS Webpage: 
	Link
	Span
	https://bjs.ojp.gov/data
	-
	collection/identity
	-
	theft
	-
	supplement
	-
	its
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	What is the Identity Theft 
	What is the Identity Theft 
	What is the Identity Theft 
	Supplement? (cont.)


	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	Previously administered in 2008, 2012, 2014, 2016, and 
	2018


	•
	•
	•
	2018 ITS:


	•
	•
	•
	•
	Conducted January 
	–
	June 
	2018


	•
	•
	•
	Final sample size: 102,400 persons age 16 or older


	•
	•
	•
	Asked about identity theft that occurred in the past year and prior to the 
	past year


	•
	•
	•
	Emphasis: past year identity 
	theft



	•
	•
	•
	Currently in the field through December 2021
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	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
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	2018 ITS report
	2018 ITS report
	2018 ITS report

	and data file release
	and data file release


	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	In April 2021, BJS released a statistical report with 
	the first findings from the 2018 ITS data 
	(
	https://bjs.ojp.gov/content/pub/pdf/vit18.pdf
	https://bjs.ojp.gov/content/pub/pdf/vit18.pdf
	Span

	).


	•
	•
	•
	The public
	-
	use data file was also released through 
	the National Archive of Criminal Justice Data 
	(NACJD) for public download and analyses 
	(
	Link
	Span
	https://www.icpsr.umich.edu/web/NACJD/search
	/studies?q=identity%20theft%20supplement
	Span

	).
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	Prevalence of identity theft
	Prevalence of identity theft
	Prevalence of identity theft


	In 2018 
	In 2018 
	In 2018 
	–

	•
	•
	•
	•
	An estimated 23 million persons, or about 
	9% of all United States residents age 
	16
	or older, reported that they had been 
	victims of identity theft during the prior 
	12
	months.


	•
	•
	•
	Five percent experienced at least one 
	incident involving the misuse of an 
	existing credit card; 4% had experienced 
	the misuse of an existing bank account.
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	Most recent incident of identity theft
	Most recent incident of identity theft
	Most recent incident of identity theft


	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	For about 90% of victims of identity 
	theft, the most recent incident 
	involved only the misuse or 
	attempted misuse of at least one 
	type of existing account.


	•
	•
	•
	A total of 1.9 million victims (8% of 
	victims) experienced multiple types 
	of identity theft during the most 
	recent incident.
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	Demographic characteristics of identity theft victims
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	Demographic characteristics of identity theft victims


	Persons age 35 to 49 
	Persons age 35 to 49 
	Persons age 35 to 49 
	accounted for 24% of all U.S. residents age 
	16 or older, and 29% of all victims of identity theft.

	About 51% of identity theft victims lived 
	About 51% of identity theft victims lived 
	in a household with
	an 
	annual income of $75,000 or more
	, while accounting for 12% of 
	U.S. residents age 16 or older. 
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	Victims who knew how offender got personal information
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	Victims who knew how offender got personal information


	Based on the most recent incident of 
	Based on the most recent incident of 
	Based on the most recent incident of 
	identity theft 
	–

	•
	•
	•
	•
	One in four (25%) victims knew how the 
	offender obtained their personal 
	information.


	•
	•
	•
	Victims of multiple types of identity theft 
	(37%) were the most likely to know how 
	the offender obtained their personal 
	information. 
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	How offender obtained personal information
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	Based on the most recent incident of 
	Based on the most recent incident of 
	Based on the most recent incident of 
	identity theft 
	–

	•
	•
	•
	•
	Seven percent of identity
	-
	theft victims 
	reported the incident to police.


	•
	•
	•
	Victims who experienced the misuse of 
	personal information to open a new 
	account (25%) were more likely to report 
	the incident to police than victims of 
	existing credit card misuse (3%), existing 
	bank account misuse (6%), or misuse of 
	another type of existing account (5%). 
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	Based on the most recent incident 
	Based on the most recent incident 
	Based on the most recent incident 
	–

	•
	•
	•
	•
	About two
	-
	thirds (68%) of victims reported a 
	direct financial loss of $1 or more associated 
	with the theft. The mean direct loss was 
	$800, and the median was $200.


	•
	•
	•
	Five percent of victims reported indirect 
	losses of $1 or more with a mean indirect 
	loss of $160 and a median indirect loss of 
	$30
	.


	•
	•
	•
	Twelve percent
	of identity
	-
	theft victims had 
	out
	-
	of
	-
	pocket losses of $1 or more, with a 
	mean of $640 and a median of $100.
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	Based on ALL incidents in 2018 
	Based on ALL incidents in 2018 
	Based on ALL incidents in 2018 
	–

	•
	•
	•
	•
	Identity theft victims had financial 
	losses totaling 
	$15.1 billion
	.


	•
	•
	•
	About 70% of victims experienced 
	a financial loss of $1 or more.
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	Emotional distress due to identity theft
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	8% of identity
	8% of identity
	8% of identity
	-
	theft victims 
	were 
	severely distressed

	as a result of the 
	as a result of the 
	crime.

	Victims of 
	Victims of 
	new account misuse 
	(15%) and 
	personal information 
	misuse
	(17%) were more likely to report severe emotional distress 
	than victims of the 
	misuse of only one type of existing account 
	(7%).
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	•
	•
	•
	•
	•
	89% of persons age 16 or older took 
	action to prevent identity theft in 2018.


	•
	•
	•
	A larger percentage of victims (98%) than 
	nonvictims (88%) took at least one 
	preventive action.
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	Q&A Session 
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	Please type your questions for the 
	Please type your questions for the 
	Please type your questions for the 
	panelists 
	into the 
	Q&A
	Span
	window
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